GAGA Private Enterprise is a company with years of experience. We
have been on the market for over 30
years. We always do are best in
providing the highest quality products, adapted for your needs and
expectations.
The company specializes in the
production of finished parts made
ofgranite and marble. Components
manufactured by us find their application in areas such as outdoor
gardens, roads, sidewalks, markets,
cities, streets and outskirts of indoor
lounges houses, stairs, window sills
and countertops, kitchen and
bathroom. We take the stone from
the best Polish -quarries.
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STONE AGGREGATES, SUBSTRUCTURE
During

the

construction

of

a

road,

side-

walk ,driveway or any other infrastructure you
should ensure proper curing of the site. To do
this,crushed granite is used to give the structure
stability and a good foundation. A foundation is an
important element to protect your investment as
well as preventing ground water from entering
your structure. Application frameworks consisting
of crushed granite measuring 15-45 cm deep
ensures effective protection for many years.

SLABS FLAMED OR POLISHED
If you are looking for home flooring tile you have
to keep in mind certain aspects. For the exterior
our granite slabs are washed, sand-blasted or
burned so they are more resistant to weather conditions, mechanical damage, or simply time. Due
to its structure and appropriate hardness they can
also withstand heavy traffic.
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